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Task Force Bears Down on Barristers
By Reid Rozen and Linda Kim
"The issue of sexual orientation is
not an apprpriate target for humor or
sarcasm." So warned a letter received by
a handful of law students last week from a
university task force, which identified
them as members of the Barristers and
asked them to exclude any references to
individuals' sexual orientation in
upcoming issues of the Raw Review . Ruth
Addis, writing for the Affirmative Action
Office Task Force on Sexual Orientation,
warned the letter's recipients that if such
references appear in the future, a formal
complaint will be filed with the law school
and
the
group
will
notify
"fitness/professional
responsibility
committees of appropriate State Bar
Examiners:·
Although the letter was addressed to
members of the Barristers, one of the
letters was sent to Scott Long, a third-year,
who maintains he is not a Barrister. lt is
not certain who erroneously identified
Long as a Barrister, and Long himself is
not sure how he came to be associated with
the secret society. "fm a little put off by
the whole thing," stated Long.

Long sought to contact Addis, and
subsequently arranged to discuss the letter
with the Task Force during its next
regularly
scheduled
meeting.
Accompanying Long were Michelle
Bryan and Jason Engle, representatives of
the University of Michigan ACLU.
Another law student, a member of the
Barristers, who had also received the
Addis letter attended the meeting, as well
as the head of the Barristers organization.
The leader of the Banisters, who had
previously requested to be put on the Task
Force's agenda for the meeting but who
had not received a letter from Addis, was
denied an opportunity to speak before the
group. He said he will be on the agenda for
next Monday's meeting, and until then,
he did not want to comment on the
situation.
Long and the other Jaw student (who
requested anonymity) were allowed to
meet individually with the Task Force for
what
was
characterized
as
an
"information gathering" session.
Both
students had similar requests for the
group: a letter of apology, the copies of the

apology or a clarification sent to those
persons or groups who received the first
letter, and the name of the person who
identified them to the Task Force in the
first place. The second law student also
asked for Addis's resignation.
About the purpose of the letter,
Long said the Task Force's goals are
laudable, but that "it has pretty obviously
stepped out of bounds" in writing it. The
other student agreed that the motive behind
the letter was not at issue, noting "nobody
has any quarrel with their underlying
complaint. The only thing we addressed
(at the meeting] was the letter, not sexual
[orientation] harassment."
Brian Clapham, Coordinator of
Affirmative Action Programs for the
university, stated that the letter was
intended to influence the content of future
issues of the Row Reuiew. Because the
Barristers organization is not a campus
group, and so cannot be approached by
traditional means, Clapham believed that
the Task Foree reeorted to sending out the
letters as the only way of communicating
its concerns.
Clapham noted that the Task Force
first
learned
of
obje c t i o n a b l e
characterizations in t h e Raw Review "late
last year, maybe around December,"
although the Row Review itself is
published annually every spring. After
learning that the Barristers are not
officially recognized as a Jaw school
group, the Task Force obtained
information either from its own members
or unidentified individuals concerning
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the identity of the persona who eventually
received letters.
Although the letters specifically
mentioned several options which the Task
Force could pursue if the Row Review
continued
"referencing
sexual
orientation," Clapham stated that i t is an
"advisory group to the Affirmative Action
Office," and that the Task Force "cannot
implement disciplinary action itself." It
caq, however, recommend that the
university or the law school pursue
disciplinary remedies against the
Barristers. Deana Virginia Gordan and
Susan Eklund of the law school, who
attended the Task Force meeting last
Monday, pointed out that, since anyone
can send a letter to the state bar examiners
regarding an appHcant's qualifications
for the practice of law, then suggesting this
procedure as a possible response to the Row
Review would not be, strictly speaking, a
disciplinary action.
The participants in last Monday's
meeting
described
it
as
"non·
confrontational." ·we have no reason to
think (the Task Force! won't b e
cooperative," said one, who also remarked
that Ruth Addis attended the meeting, but
was silent throughout. The information
-DEANS, pae-e six

LSSS Prepares for Vote
By Ruth Zimmerman
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Ju.stice William Brennan, flanked by Circuit Jud,as Abner 1\-ti.kvn nnd DeaneU Reece Taclw,
to be on the &arne panel as TetTIUlCe Snndalow (far left).

I j\lllt happy

Journals Name Staffs
Exclusive to the RG

Well, the ballots are in, and the new
publication eggheads are.
Publication? You mean to imply the RG?
No.
We said t>ggheads, not flunkies!
Yeah, that's right, the Michigan Law
Review, Journal of Law Reform, and
Yearbook of International Legal Studies.
The Michigan Law Review, af\.er a
week of deliberation, announced that
Melissa Maxman will be the next
volume's Editor-in-Chief, and Gary
MacDonald will be the Managing Editor.
In less than a day, the Journal of Law
Reform decided to pilfer the treasure trove

of talent that the R G has discreetly
nurtured in electing Doug Graham as
Editor-in-Chief. The cagey veteran of
paper and ink, Brad Lane, was given the
Managing Editor position.
Matching
the
Journal
in
decisionmaking efficiency,� the Yearbook
of International Legal Studies decided to
give Brian Baysinger an opportunity to
sleep in his own office with the position of
Editor-in-Chief.

Tom Cristy will be the

new Managing Editor.
The RG extends its best wishes to all of
the new editorial board members of the
Revi\lw, Journal, and Yearbook.

Elections topped the Law School
Student Senate agenda last Monday night.
Absentee ballots may be obtained by
contacting Reggie Turner at 763- 2194
(leave a message on the answering
machine), or by speaking to an LSSS
representative in front of room 100 between
1:00 and 4:00 Friday afternoon.
This Thursday at 6:00 pm at
Rackham auditorium, Jacob Holdt will
present "American Pictures", a powerful
slide show/lecture/discussion that deals
with the problems of racism in the
American lower economic classes. $200.00
from the Law School Speakers Committee
has gone to help support this program.
There are plans to have Mr. Holdt at the
law school for an informal discussion
group at the law school Thursday or
Friday
morning .
Watch
for
announcements.
For those of you following the
PlRGIM story, proposal C, that would have
allowed for a positive checkoff at

registration has been knocked off the
ballot The choice will now be between no
support for PIRGIM and a refundable fee
(proposal B).
It was reported that seven law
students have received a letter from tho
Affirmative Action Office Task Force on
Sexual Orientation, (see story above),
identifying them as members of the
Barristers Organization.
The letter
focuses on the Raw Review of last year,
and references to "individuals' assumed
sexual orientation." It goes on to state that
if such references appear again in the
publication, an official complaint will be
filed with the Law School and with the
fitness/professional
responsibility
committees of appropriate State Bar
Examiners.
Vice-President Bruce
Courtade pointed out that the Senate should
be concerned with thefact that at least one,
and possibly more students have wrongly
been associated with this group and their
publication, and as a result their careers
have been threatened.
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Letters
Deans' Letter Chilling
Dear Deans Gordan and Eklund
This is in response to your letter dated March 6,
1987, which was in our pendaflexes after spring break.
In the letter, you referred to numerous incidents of
intolerance which have occurred at the law school.
These incidents include a flier advertising the "White
Male Law Students Association," as well as the use of
offensive

pictures

and

insulting

remarks about

individual students and certain basement groups in
the "Raw Review."

You stated that you would

"consider whether or not behavior such as that
described above is actionable under the Law School
Rules of Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures and
Procedures for Investigating and Reporting Student

Free Speech For Some
We just got a look at the March 9 minutes of the
Law School Student Senate Meetin g. Commenting
on the absence of election information from the
February 25 issue of this publication, Senate Vice
President Bruce Courtade said: ''Not to threaten
anyone, but I'm sure that we could talk to the
administration and cause the RG lots oftrouble if
we wanted to." To which President Reggie Turner
replied: '1 agree."
Not to agree with you, Bruce, but we agree. We
are certain that if the� wanted to lean on the RG
every time we didn't publish what it wanted to see,
there is nothing to stop them. We accomodate the
Senate whenever possible, our relations with that
body have been cordial enough, and we have no
reason to antaaonize the LSSS. But we will not be
told what we can or cannot print. We were not
elected to enforce the elections code. We do not
receive funding from the Senate, and we don't
reaDy give a damn about the LSSS constitution.
This is not a pleasant time to be a student
journalist at the University of Michigan. There
seems to be an abundance of self-aJ)pointed moral
censors around here, as can be seen from the recent
actions taken by the Task Force on Sexual
Orientation. 'Ihe Task Force is concerned with the
content of the Raw Review, which seems to be a first
in the history of the Barristers. Apparently, the
Task Force has discovered a subject which is not a
f i t one for humor, and is now exploiting that
knowle�e for the benefit of us all.
But it doesn't benefit us. If one were to look at
this problem as one of racism, sexism, or
homophobia, we would wholeheartedl y support the
efforts of any university group to educate and
inform the community. We, however, view it as an
issue of censorship and free speech. By curtailing
the speech of any group, however offensive or
unappealing, these overseers of journalistic purity
do us no favors. It is especially ironic that the same
groups which

have benefitted from a free press

Conduct Bearing Upon Character and Fitness for the
Practice of Law."
We agree that such incidents (humor or not), for
the most part, reflect poorly upon the law school. It is
extremely unfortunate that some of the basement groups
are continuously ridiculed and attacked. However, in
dealing

with

such behavior,

we

trust

that the

Administration will neither intrude upon nor attempt
to chill free expression and association solely on the

believe or not to believe, and to speak or not to speak are
not relative concepts. One person's freedom is another
person's freedom.
Whether the incidents described above are
"actionable" is doubtful. Whatever President Shapiro
meant by "djscrimination, harassment, exclusion,
abusive

or

insensitive

manifestation

of

language,

bigotry

or

or

any

other

racism" is unclear.

Nevertheless, we hope that it does not signify a wave of
intolerance by the Administration. The thought of the
Administration prohibiting the formation (or idea) of a
White Male Law Students Association and restraining
the publication and distribution of the "Raw Review"
(as

we

know

it)

is

unnerving.

We

urge

the

Administration to take less restnctive measures, such
as (1) ensuring a diverse student body and faculty, and

(2) fostering an atmosphere of free debate, discourse,
and thought by formulating appropriate time, place and
manner restrictions.
We hope that in the entirely laudable rush t o
ensure the rights o f all, the rights of some will not be
trampled, especially by

an institution

which is

dedicated to teaching the Constitution.

basis of what the Administration (or even the majority

Very truly yours,

University of Michigan Chapter,
American Civil Liberties Union

of students) considers to be appropriate behavior. As we
all know, the freedoms to associate or not to associate, to

Hunting Witches at Hutchins
To the Editor:
I congratulate the RG for having the courage to
condemn the recent threats of Deans Eklund and
Gordon to f.ight incidents of intolerance among law
students

with

intolerance.

further

My

only

university-sanctioned
criticism

is

that

the

condemnation was, if anything, too mild.
According

to

their

mass

mailing

(pendaflexing?) o f March 6th, Deans Eklund and
Gordon are "appalled" by what they view as a serious
outbreak

of

community.

intolerance

within

the

law

school

We are also now aware of the deans'

"final solution" to the problem, namely that law
students engaging in evil, intolerant activities will be
disciplined under the "Law School Rules of Conduct
and Disciplinary Procedures

and Procedures for

Investigating and Reporting Student Conduct Bearing
Upon Character and Fitness for the Practice of Law."
The translation of this into English appears to be that

and Gordon presiding?) and preventing their entry
into the legal profession. A few promising careers may
go down the chute in the process, but who can doubt that
Deans Eklund and Gordon will stop at nothing to crush
opposition to their distinctly Woodstock Generation
•

vision of Utopia?

Meet the new boss. Same as the old boss. I won't
get fooled again. Will you?
see

ROGUE �three

Undergrads
People Too
To the Editor:
In response to his letter last week lamenting

any law student who says or writes anything of which
the deans do not approve will be hauled before some

undergraduate use of the reading room, I urge Clinton

modern incarnation of the Star Chamber, forced to

public institution. As part of a public institution, the

confess to being a racist, anti-gay, anti-feminist
scumbag, and summarily

ejected from the legal

profession before having even entered it.
Senator Joseph McCarthy, who, incidentally,
was a lawyer by training, used rather similar tactics
during

his

years

as

chairman

of

the

Senate

subcommittee entrusted with investigating the loyalty
of government officials in the early 1950s.

Ri ding

a

Collins to remember that he pays $10,000 to attend a
University of Michigan Law School should be and is
used by all students. This is particularly important in
that law concerns everyone in our society.

We may

even have an ethical obligation to provide access to
these facilities.
The generalizations Mr. Collins makes in hls
letter are overstated.

In addition to undergraduates,

many graduate students study in the reading room,

tide of anti·Communist hysteria, McCnrthy charged

including

that Communists and fellow travellers had infiltrated

medicine. Furthermore, the law library has extended

the

U.S.

government.

His

often

unfounded

some of our brethren in

business

and

hours and a convenient location for students who must

are now asking to curtail its freedom.
So yes, Bruce, the Senate, and a lot of other

accusations, coupled with his practice of dragging

walk home alone at night after studying.

allegedly

organizations and people, "can cause the RG lots of

subcomrruttee, caused many of the accused to looe their

The most important reason for a policy of
openness, however, is the fact that lawyers are often

trouble." But we have enough confidence in the rest
ofthe members ofthe senate to believe that they have
a certain amount of respect for an independent,

vigorous press.

That is what we expect from people

schooled in the constitution. We would hope that

others outside the Jaw achool would show a similar
reprd for free speech.

jobs

disloyal

officials

before

and suffer public humiliation.

his

Senate

Ultimately,

disgust with his activities caused the Senate to condemn
him for conduct contrary to Senate traditions.
I find it difficult to distinguish Tail Gunner
Joe's witch hunt of the 1950s from the witch hunt
proposed by Deans Eklund and Gordon. Riding a tide
of anti-racist hysteria, Deans Eklund and Gordon
propose to rid us of racists and their fellow travellers in
our midst by dragging them before law school tribunals

L-------�

of dubious jurisdiction and purpose (Deans Eklund

seen as elitists. By restricting access to our school we
feed this view even before we have passed the bar. I, for
one, constantly seek to foster good relations with non
lawyers.

Perhaps, then, instead of thinking, as Mr.

Collins does, in terms of competing for study space with
non-law students, we ought to think about enriching
our lives

by

studying

with a

diverse group

individuals, thus helping to dispel

of

the notion that

lawyers and law students are elitists.
Edward•M. Benyas
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Opinion
PffiGIM Funding Plan Violates Rights

To the Editor:

Given the recent blizzard of PIRGIM publicity
telling us to vote against Proposal C and last week'sl\G
editorial urging us to vote for Proposal C, law students
m a y be somewhat confused on Tuesday and
Wednesday to discover that there is no Proposal C on the
MSA ballot. But of course, as the law schooi has taught
us well, there are always rational explanations for
things that don't make sense to normal people. In this
case, the explanation is that the Central Student
Judiciary of MSA ruled last week that the vote cast by
one MSA member against a motion to rescind Proposal
C in an MSA meeting two weeks ago was invalid. As a
consequence of this, it now appears Lhat the motior. to
rescind carried and that MSA in fact voted to pull
Proposal C f.-om the ballot.
By voting to keep only Proposal B on tho) ballot, the
MSA has m effect said that we cannot fund PIRGIM
unless we are willing to give up our right to a
meaningful choice.
Proposal B provides that a
student's usual university bill would include an
automatic PIRGIM fee of $1.25 each semester,
refundable by check through the mail only if the
student filed a separate refund request form at CRISP.
Under this "refundable'' system, there would certainly
be those who willfully chose not to seek a refund,

Rogue

!?.�22�0

..

f tion for freedom of speech. I sense a
have a certain afec
little chill in the aiT when I read of the deans' threats to
I find racism and racists repulsive. But I also
discipline those who hold views contrary to theirs and
are bold enough to n:ir them.
In any case, Deans Eklund and Gordon, who
died and left you in charge? What has Dean Sandalow
been up to while you launch your pogrom? Napping
while hjs underlings run amok a la Ronald Reagan?
Who is ultimately responsible for formulating and
implementing law school policies these days? Dean
Eklund? Dean Gordon? Oliver North? The current
state of affairs seems compelling evidence of the need
of the law school to act quickly to select a new leader
capable of reining in his or her subordinates.
I hesitate to think where the purge of the
renegade deans will lead. After they have disposed of
the perpetrators of the White Male Law Students
Association poster (are we really sure that Deans
Eklund and Gordon didn't distribute the poster
themselves in an effort to whip up hysteria?) their hunt
will perhaps focus on the staff of the Raw Reuiew. One
can only hope that this year's Raw Reuiew thoroughly
lampoons the deans. It may be the last issue before the
staff is shipped out for an extended tour of the Gulag
Archipeligo. A.ner the Raw Reuiew is disposed of, the
staff of the Res Gestae can be dealt with next. If RG
members feel their office space now is inadequate, just
wait until Dean Eklund gets through with the office
allocations for next year! As for me, well I'm sure that
Deans Eklund and Gordon can arrange matters so that
no evidence will remain that I attended Michigan Law
School, let alone graduated.
I'm not fond of witch hunts. But in the current
climate of intolerance for intolerance sweeping the
campus, a good witch hunt appears inevitable. As an
alternative to the witch hunt Deans Eklund and Gordon
propose to launch against students, I propose a witch
hunt directed against intolerant law school
adminjstrators. To paraphrase the deans' letter, we
law students should make clear that we have and will
continue to consider whether or not intolerant behavior
exhibited by ceTtain law school administrators
suggests that such administrators are unfit to remain
in office.
Pet,eJaen

Barry

thereby giving their positive support to PffiGIM. But
there would also be those who failed to seek a refund
because it was inconvenient, because they were
confused by yet another wave of CRISP paperwork, or
because they simply did not care much about $1.25.
This is hardly a picture of students exercising an
intelligent and free choice to support an organization
in which they honestly believe; nevertheless, it is a
picture of the only kind of choice to which MSA thinks
we are entitled. Thus, if thls campus decides to support
PIRGIM at a11 now, that "support" will be largely a
matter o f mistake, inertia and decision encumbered
with the subtle coercion of inconvenience.
Yet, this is apparently the sort of support Pffi<?IM
really relishes. PIRGIM fought long and hard agamst
Proposal C, which would have assessed studen� a fee
only if they affirmatively indicated their deSlre to
donate to PIRGIM. This "positive checkoff' system,
insisted PIRGIM supporters, would "kill" the
organization on campus, because it simply wouldn't
yield as much nvenue as the refundable fee system
would. What PIRGIM has been scrupulously careful tO
avoid telling us, however, is that the refundable fee
system would be more profitable precis ly becau. se i t
�
would engender confusion, apathy and mconveruence.
Thus we see how truly concerned with "empowering"
students PffiGIM really is.
By restricting our ''choice" to Proposal B, MSA
has also told us that we cannot support PffiGIM without
violating the constitutional rights of those students who
disagree with PIRGlM's agenda and ideology. In
Galda u. Rutgers, the Third Circuit held a refundable
NJPIRG fee syst.tm virtually identical to the one
described in Proposal B as unconstitutional. The court
reasoned that the system violated the First Amendment
rights of those students who did not support the PIRG
because it compelled them to provide at least temporary
financial support to the organization. By the same

token, the refundable fee system of Pro�al B offends
the First Amendment rights of thoee University of
Michigan students who are opposed to PIRGIM's
ideology becuase it forces them to contribute at least
temporarily to a fund held in trust for PIRGIM by the
MSA.
Nevertheless, MSA seems to view filling
PIRGIM's coffers as much more important than
protecting the First Amendment rights of a few
disagreeable right-wing crazies. Mer all, the First
Amendment should only apply to people who agree with
us, right?
It is indeed tragic that MSA does not respect its
constituents enough to give us the opportunity to choose a
funding system for PIRGIM whlch would support that
organization without violating students' rights.
Proposal C wouid have been such a system. PIRGIM's
protestations of impending doom notwithstanding,

positive checkoff systems Jwue worked for PIRGIM on
this campus in the past and have not been proven to
"kill" PffiGs on other campuses. The only death which
PffiGIM would have suffered under Proposal C would
have been at its own hands, since it has resolved to
leave campus immediately if it doesn't get a
refundable fee system. I'm sure the students of this
university would not have held PIRGIM to this
resolution if Propoeal C had passed, just as we wouldn't
insist that anyone else should carry out a desperate
suicide threat.
Of course, MSA has now made PffiGIM's suicide
threat more credible. We no longer have the chance to
select a positive checkoff system if we object to a
refundable fee. Rather, we must vote for having our
rights violated by the refundable fee or we must vote
against PIRGIM funding altogether.
This is a
difficult choice, but for those of us who take our rights
and the rights of fellow students seriously, the correct
choice is a vote against Proposal B.

Brent C. Tagart

Left Persuasive, But Unheard
To the Editor.
Marty Karo suggests that the left is beard, but
unpersuasive. Mr. Karo and the reader might ask
themselves the following questions. When was the last
time you heard an American socialist on the NBC
evening news? When was the last time you read a
syndicated columnist writing a socialist indictment of
the capitalist system? When was the last time Time
magazine ran a cover story on U.S. orchestration of
torture chambers throughout Central and South
America? When was the last time The New York
Times referred to the U.S. inuasion of South Vietnam
(1987 marks the 25th anniversary)? When was the last
time a "Good Morning America" debate on nuclear
disarmament included a speaker indicting the
Pentagon System of economic management, which
links arms production with capitalist profit? (The last
time I saw a debate on nuclear disarmament the
'1iberal" position was taken by Robert McNamara, the
former co-administrator of the U.S. genocide in
Southeast Asa
i .) The left is not heard in public debate
in America, though democ:rats and liberals are. But as
Mr. Karo rightly notes, HThe Republicans and the
Democrats are standing fairly close together in the
center of the political spectrum": i.e. the two capitalist
parties dominate discussion. (When was the last time
private control of investment decision-makjng was an
The ideological
issue in an American election?)
conformHy in American public discourse mirrors the
ideological conformity we find in the Soviet Union;
bow such conformjty is maintained in the U.S. without

a comparably active political police is a question of
some interest.
One final comment. While I do not thlnk one
should have romantic illusions about the world·
shattering import of throwing snow and eggs at Meese,
Ford and company, I do think, that with the event past,
there is something quite inappropriate about the letter of
apology sent to Ford by the protest organizers. (The tone
of the letter reminds me of the anarchist. Randolph
Bourne's remark, "There is in the relation to the state
[and its leaders) a certain feeling of pure filial
mysticism.") Surely no one would think twice if upon
Idi Amin's arrival on campus he were the target of egg
throwing.
Yet the Ford Administration was
responsible for mass murder on a scale undreamed of
by Idi Amin. The most gruesome example was U.S.
approval and militnry support of the 1975 genocidal
invasion of East Timor by Indonesia, an invasion in
whlch one out of every six people in East Timor was
murdered (some 100,000 killed). During the same
period, the Ford Administration was the friend and
military and financial supporter of tbe gangsters then
running Argentina, Guatemala, Chlle, and Somoza's
Nicaragua, just to name the most channing examples.
I appreciate that it is hard to muster strong feelings
against a seemingly civilized man like Gerald FoTd;
but the historical recoTd ia plain. One may recall that
even the administrators of the Third Reich were
renowned for the grace and civiHty of their dinner
parties.

Brian Leiter
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Elections
Secretary

President

Bruce Courtade

Those who know me know of my
dedication to the LSSS. Those who don't,
know of the things that I've done. As an
orientation leader, I've welcomed new
students; while on the Social and Sports
Committees, I've worked with those
students to make this a livelier place.
Finally, as a 1st-year Representative and
in my current capacity as Vice-President,
I have worked with the LSSS and the
administration to promote necessary
change and sponsor worthwhile activities.
I hope to continue my efforts to
make your time here more el'\ioyable a.nd
educational. Please help me with your
vote.

Treasurer

Ray Bruttomesso

KeciaBoney

Jeff Winick
I'm running for President of LSSS
because I have sincere interest, plenty of
experience, and lots of ideas. I've served
the past two years on the LSSS and my
contributions include drafting new budget
procedures, a n d bringing student
concerns to the attention of the
.administration (e.g. classroom upkeep,
RG office eviction). My plans for the
upcoming year include being prepared to
respond to problems and concerns
immediately and effectively, increasing
cooperation between the LSSS and the
student organizations and ensuring that
the law school facility is maintained and
Let m y experience and
kept clean.
enthusiasm wo
_ rk for you.

My name is Kecia Boney. I am
running for secretary. My past year on
the Law School Student Senate has given
me a better understanding of how much,
and sometimes how little, the law school
administration turns to the students for
our opinions. When they do, we need our
views adequately expressed.
My past experience on the Senate
will make an effective representative and
secretary. I will conscientiously record
the minutes of every Senate meeting.
These minutes are available to anyone
who wants more information.

The key ingredient in holding an
office is knowing how your constituents
feel about the i�sues on which you will be
voting. With this in mind, my primary
concern is to better inform the students
about how their money is being spent, so
that they can be more involved by voicing
their
optmons
to
their
LSSS
representatives. I also hope to reduce the
red tape for joint organization activities. I
have had previous experience with finance
committees and as treasurer of several
academic and community organizations.
I am confident in my ability to represent
you, and would appreciate your support.

Vice-President

Bill Bock

Anne Larson

AdministrativeExperience:

Doug Toma

Although resources are limited, the
necessary, useful and interesting events
presente d by various law school
organizations and committees can be
adeqately
a n d equitably funded.
However, to accomplish this end, I believe
that the Senate must offer cooperation and
assistance, and demand accountability.
The 'basement groups" must be supported
in their outreach and education al
progra ms, especia lly considering the
problems caused by insufficient sexual
racial and ethnic awareness at the Ia
school. Meanwhile, the Social Committee

.,;

must work towards greater diversity in
their offerings, and towards more
'NUOnable -xpenditur.. With your help,

I hope to IMd tid. n.porl8i"-, a!W!01ntable
and au.ntt"- Senate.
'

Michael McMurray
1 am Michael McMurray, and
want your vote for vice-president to the

LSSS. As vice-president,I plan to address
the following concerns: 1) increased
funding for student organizations; 2)

incre,ased student input intp present and
future changes in the law school
faculty/administr ation; 3) activities
jointly sponsored with other UM graduate
and professional schools.
M y p resentparticipation,as a first
year rep., will aid m e in working
effectively

with LSSS members.

It is

important that our vice-pre.lident pouess
the abii
l ty and willinanea to address the

or tM ...WW stluknt hotl�. All
viee·praiclent, 1 will woM t.o •rw your

corKlerna

Finance Director/Press Secretary
U.S.
Congressional
Campaign.
Implemented finance plan raising over
$200,000. Managed campaign's media
relations.
What YouC
anExpec
t:
1. Well planned a n d effectively
, mplemented LSSS projects.
of
Soliciation
funds
from
2.
organizations, alumni and other sources
to: a) increase the viability of our student
organizations, b) provide
for the
e nhancement
of
current
lounge/recreational facilities.
.:1. More information about what LSSS is
doing for you through a newsletter and a

mo nthly calendar listini law .cbool and
uniwnwity ·•venta.
,
4. Openneu-lf you have icleulque.tions

�;!�7t:..
L.ilal!!l!lL---------..JL.e!!!�con�bd��nae!!.!at!.7!!�

_J

___

Qualifications:

1. Budget allocation experience. Worked
with $500,000+ budget as elected member of
Uruv. of illinois student fee board. Board
allocated student fees to student
organizations and clubs;
2. Supervisory budget responsibility as
Panhellenic Vice-President.

�
1. Ensure fair, efficient allocation

of

Senate fees;
2. Improve communications between
Senate and student organizations.
(Specifically, increase organizational
input in Senate decision-making); and
3. Work with administration in raising
funda for clauroom renovation, grounda

improvementa.
I'd appreciate yottr support on
March

23. Thanks. Anne I.er.on.
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Elections
Treasurer

Dave Davis
I will be access.ible to all student
organizations, respons.ive to your funding
needs and able to effectively represent all
students during the budgeting process. I
feel I know a wide cross section of students
involved in many of the student
organizations.
My experience includes; LSSS 1st
year representative, and overall project
budget responsibility for a large utility
maintenance contract (including budget
allocation and tracking).
I believe the most important issue
facing the LSSS in the coming year will be
funding for student organizations. I want
to represent you and work with you during
the

2nd Year Rep

Tracey Lessen
David Di.Rita
The most important qualification 1
would bring to the job is a good sense of the
numerous perspectives within the class
Those of you who know me know that,
while I am committed to my views, my
goal in dealing with others is to reach
consensus-not to foster confrontation.
Those of you who don•t know me I imagine
will have to take my word on that. Do note,
however, that mine is the only candidacy
endorsed by both Heidi Feldman and
Richard McGill. With a support base that
broad you can rest assured thnt all views
will be represented.

Law school should be more than
three work-filled years between college
and the "real world."
Academic
atmosphere, quality of instructors, and
social climate are aspects of law school
that affect our time here, and we the
students must have a voice on these and
other issues. Communication between
students, student interest groups, and the
administration is crucial in getting the
most out of these three years. There must
be a link between these parties to bring the
students' opinions and ideas to the
attention of the administrators so that all
may be beard. I will be that link.

Judy McNamara
am a
very
friendly
and
approachable persOn u well aa a good
listener. I feel I would make a good
second-year representative because I could
use my peraonality traita to become aware
of the entire clan interests, and b e
responsive t o them i n working with the
Senate. My activities in the Law School
include SFF, giving school tours and Fall
1987 Orientation. My main ideas for next
year would be to create more ways for
students (especially first years) to work
with the Senate and stricter monitoring of
undergraduate use of the Reading Room.

Board of
Governors

Danielle Carr

Joseph Girardot
Improving the quality of life at the
Lawyers Club for all law students is the
primary responsibility of the Lawyers
Club Board of Governors Representative.
Each of us benefits from the Club's use for
social activities and entertaining
distinguished law school guests.
Currently I am the Assistant Night
Manager of the Lawyers Club and am a
The
Lawyers Club Desk Clerk.
familiarity both position. have given me

with th. man888ment and operation• or
the Club and the expectations ol atu.denta
wiD enable me to inere... the Senate'•
eft".ctiveneea in thia a..

The
following
are
my
qualifications for the Board of Governors
position:
*Current and future resident of the
law club-aware of residents' concerns.
*Prior
s e n a t e/law
c1 u b
experience-helped get improved lighting
in the quad.
*In touch with the students and
willing to listen to and promote their
ideas.
*Goals include:
1) getting a television for the
lounge and making it accessible to
all students.
2)posting monthly reports about
senate/law club happenings.

Marija Willen
De c i s i o n s
of
u n i v e rsity
administrators are o f t e n senseless,
uncaring and heedless of the effects on
students. I should know: last year I saw
these problems first-hand in my job as a
university administrator. As one who has
been intimately involved in university
affairs, I feel well-qualified to represent
your interests t o the law school
administration.
We need to address seriously the
need for variety in eocial opportunities, the
importance of diversity represented by our
basement groups, and the need for
communication between LSSS and
administration. I believe that I o ffer a
unique perqec:tive on how to punue

S)offering an alternative meal
plan to n.id.nta.
I would� your aupport and eff'ec:tively tho. a-la- aucant .enat.or.
am eonftclnt tn •Jinl that you won't be
cU•ppainW. 'lhak ,....

Brian Gearinger
The law school Student Senate is a
forum for our interests and concerns. An
LSSS representative's job is to serve as a
conduit between the law students and this
forum. In order to ensure that law student
interests and concerns are heard, a
representative must be accessible to the
students.

Also, a representative must take

a genuine interest in the issues raised b y
others and not be limited b y his o r her own
interests and concerns.
Finally, a
representative must be able to clearly
communicate atudenta' opinione. I believe
that I poe8H8 theM qualities and that I wiU
be an effective eec:ond year repreeentative

if elected.
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Speakers Discuss Immigration Law
By Linda Kim

Three speakers discussed the
changes in U.S. immigration policy
resulting from the new Simpson-Rodino
law at a panel discussion Saturday; none
was
very
optimistic concerning its
success.
"This bill is probably the worst thing
that has happened i n immigration law
regarding immigrant rights and
protection," said Dora Arechiga, Director
of the Mexican American Legal Defense
Education Fund. "It's great for
attorneys-a lot of attorneys are going to be
making a lot of money off this law," she
explained, but then
went on to list
problems associated with the law.
Professor
Alex
Aleini koff
moderated the discussion, which was
sponsored by the Hispanic Law Students
Association.
He explained the main
features of the new law, which include
sanction provisions for employers who
hire illegal aliens, and a program to allow
illegal aliens who have been living in the
country since January 1982 to legalize
their status.
Arechiga and the other panel
members agreed that one problem with the

new law is that nobody really knows bow it
works . "As a result, employers have
panicked and are starting to fire people
who look foreign or have an accent," she
said.
Jose Bracamonte, a l�w professor at
UCLA, said the employer sanctions will
not work. "Undocumented workers are
necessary to the normal function and
growth of the U.S. economy and are not
about to be eliminated by employer
sanctions," he said. Instead, the program
will lead to the degradation of workers in
the United States, as the risk of sanctions
will be passed on to these people.
The legalization program was
criticized by Charles Kamisaki, of the
National Council of La Raza. He said the
policy of allowing these mega} aliens to
adjust their status and become legalized is
a good one, one that benefits both the aliens
and the general population, but it poses
practical problems which could prevent
many otherwise eligible aliens to take
advantage of it.
Kamisaki explained that under the
requirements of the preliminary report,
an alien's residence must have been

continuous since 1982, with no single
absence being for more than 30 days. But
the length of a migrant worker's trip, for
example, from Idaho to Mexico City and
back for work suggests this is too
restrictive a time period.
Another practical problem with the
law is coming up with documentation to
show one's continuous residence in the
United States, Kamisaki said. To do this,
an ruien needs proof of identity and proof

of residence. "But thi!J is a population that
has sought to avoid detection," he said.
"They are not about to leave paper trails."
It is hard enough for people legally present
to come up with such extensive
documentation, be added. To prevent
cutting out about half of those otherwise
eligible for the program, Kamisaki said
these requirements must be implemented
in a liberal frushion.

-------

Deans State Views
continued !rom PAGE ONE

zathered at the meeting will be used by the
Task Force in addressing the complaints
of those individuals who received the
letters, and not in any potential
disciplinary action.
The Task Force's actions come in
the wake of the letter circulated by Eklund
and Gordan, which also referred to last
spring's edition of the Raw Review.
Gordan
that
maintained
the
administration is not trying to destroy the
Barristers, and that she "never thought
about the Raw Review before ... last year."
Eklund added that some of the persons who
were lampooned in the Raw Review were
emotionally ''traumatized," sufferred
academically, and that "one person was
almoet hospitalized" as a result of the Raw
Review's characterizations.
The deans intended their letter as
"just an effort to stop students from
harassing other students," according to
Gordan. Although they did not want to
emphasize possible sanctions, Eklund did
note that it is "important for people to think
that such behavior falls under
disciplinary procedures." Gordan added
that students should "be careful if [they
are) going to make fun of individual
persons."
Despite the fact that the deans' letter
and the Task Force's letter were sent out
within a week of each other, Eklund and
Gordan insist that there is no connection
between the two events. And though both
letters prominently mentioned the
Barristers, there seems to be no concerted
action to get rid of the organization. "I
don't care very much about the
Barristers," admitted Eklund.

You have been

identified as a member of the Barristers organization.
I am
sending you this letter in �y capacity as a representative of t he Affirmative
Action Office Task Force on Sexual Orientation.

In March 1984 President Shapiro issued a policy statement prohibiting
discrimination based on sexual orientation at the University of Michigan.

Attached are
Another policy exists which prohibits sexual harassment .
brochures which explain these policies and contain other information pertinent
I call your attention to two quot:es i n particular,
to these subjects .
"Conscious or unconscious participation in discrimination can have a
profoundly negative effect both on the victims of discrimination and on the
entire University conrnunit y . " and "Discrimination based on sexual orientation
is destructive .
It has no place within our community."
The Task Force on Sexual Orientation has reviewed back issues o f 'rbcRaw
the Barristers.
The material in this publication
contains several references to assumptions about the sexual orientation of
some students and staff.
It is our opinion that such material consti�utes

�. a publication of

We k now from contact with some of these
discrimination and harassment.
individuals that this material caused great anxiety ana possibly influenced
their academic performance .
We are asking that you refrain from referencing sexual orientation in the

h
eR
a
wR
e
v
i
e
w. At this point, we are assuming
material contained in the next T
that your intent was neither malicious nor libelous .
ruture issues o f �

� must exclude any reference to individuals' assumed sexual orientation.
The issue of sexual orientation is not an appropriate target
sarcasm.

for humor or

If such references should appear, this Task Force will assume that you are
willfully and knowingly violating University policy and that you have no
In our capacity as the
regard for the welfare of fellow community membe r s .
body charged with monitoring and educating the University about this poli cy ,

we will take action against TheRawReview editors including filing an
official complaint with the University of Mi chigan Law School, notifying
fitness/professional resp o ns ibil ity committees of appropriate State Bar
�xaminers, and, as individuals, supporting any aggrieved individuals or groups

wishing to pursue legal action.

The Task Force would welcome your attendance at one of our futur:� meetings to

discuss this matter .
Please contact Brian Clapham in the Affirmative Action
Office should you wish to join us for such a discussion.
Sincerely,

Ruth �.

Addis

Task Force on

Sexual Orientation

cc: President Harold Shapiro
Virginia Nordby
Michigan Student Assembly

Q,py ofJeu.e;. sent by Task Force on Sexual Orientation to su.spectcd Barri&t.ers.

Notices
Summer/Fall Regatration-Tentative Fall
1987/Winter 1988 schedules will be posted on
the registration bulletin board, first floor
Hutchins Hall on Wednesday, March 18. If
you have any cotnments or suggestions about
the schedule, please submit them in writing to
Dean Eklund immediately.
March 21$, 1:30 p.m.: materials will be made
available for seminar and clinic reservations
(some professors may require interviews for
thc:r seminars.
Consult the seminar
descriptions for this information.
All
interviews must be completed by Wednesday,
April 1, ao appointments should be scheduled
soon.)
Between March 26 and April 1 (to be
announced): clinic information meeting.
April 2, 3:30 p.m.: seminar and clinic sign-up
deadline, Room 300 Hutchins Hall.
April 6, 3:30 p.m.: clinic and seminar
reservation lists posted, 300 Hutchins Hall.
Preclassification and early registration
materials available.
Between April 6 and April 12 (to be
announced):
course selection
panel
discussion.
April13, 3:30 p.m.: early registration (course
selection) deadlineApril 27, 1:30 p.m.: course selection results
available in student pendaflexes. Check for
this and important registration information.
May 7 and May 8: Early registration: pick up
University Election Sheet and get ID cards
validated. Room 200 Hutchins Hall 8:30-11:30
a-m. and 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Crease Ball-The 40th annual Crease Ball
will be held Friday, April 3 in Lhe Michigan
Union Ballroom. The band is Oriental Spas,
and the dance will be from 8:30-1:00. All law
students, faculty, and their guests are invited
to attend. Tickets will go on sale Monday,
March 30, in front ofRoom 100, and will be $30
per couple, or single tickets can be purchased
for $15. There will be an open bar all night,
champagne as long as it lasts, munchies, and
unlimited fun and dancing. BTA.
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S:Qorts

Upsets Abound in RG's Sweet Sixteen

By Brad Lane
The second round is over, but for
many, their decisions will haunt them for
the rest of the Contest. All of our experts
failed to warn the readers of the premature
annihilation of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI,
CLEMSON, and VffiGINIA. The RG
considered firing the fabulous foursome of
forecasters, but on second thought, brought
on board the likes of a Tenth Circuit and a
D.C. Circuit Judge (by the name of Tachs,
and Mikva) to bolster the ranks. As one
can see, their judgments are not always
the most reasoned either.
In the interest of equa1 representation,
Scott Bassett has also been included with
the celebrities and experts. During class
periods, theRG has witnessed many of the
their
about
raving
faculty
decisionmaking prowess over appellate
courts. It is the R(!'s considered opinion
that these dragon-mouths should put up or
shut up. We salute Scott Bassett for
accepting the challenge to measure wits in
the only objectiue test of wisdom available
to academia. Other members of the faculty
will just have to wait until next year. . . .
The ''Experts" are ready and waiting
to give their side of the story, however.
Vince Hess, not willing to show his hand
of final four last week, lets everyone know
now. "My Final Four picks were UNLV,
Alabama, Temple and Purdue. In the
i
Midwest, LSU looks hot, but Bob Knight s
in the way. In the East, I still don't see
UNC in the Final Four; Florida looks too
.
strong. .

Chris Allabashi, the only expert in the
Sweet 16, gives this commentary: "Upset
Duke, a mere shadow of
Prayer:
yesteryear, would love to play the Indiana
team that took Wisconsin to Triple OT,
Northwestern to the brink, and lost to
Vanderbilt. Most Ouerrated: UNLV,
facing its first real competition, will not
break Duke's NCAA record 37-win
season; although Iowa's chances depend
on which team shows up, a la indiana
(above)."
Steve Hunter is retrospective.
"Anyone who was blinded by Big 1 0
loyalty, as I was, i s crying i n their beer
over the traditional nlinois/Purdue
'gack" factor. The Tar Heels will win."

Contest's

Sweet

16

1. Mark Ringes. 1L. 55 points
2. Hilde Kahn. 21., S.C

3.
51
5.
6.
7.

points

(lie} Brian Beutner, 3L, & Mary Gordon, 3L,
points

Jeremy Gibson. 3L. 50 points

Jenniler Sherman. 1L, 49

points

(lie) Chris Allabuhl, 21.. Chna Alston. 1L.

Paul Callen, 3L & Kevin Hollon, 3L, <48 points
11

(lie) Tom Flanigan, 3L. Barry Johnson, 2L.

2L,
Ttm Thompson. 2L, 47

Margaret Jones, 2L, Andrew Kenellck,
Matthew Meza.

points

3L,

Last, but certainly not least, is our new
addition to the panel of experts; Steve
Steinborn. Steve was the Victor in last
year's contest. Steve voluntarily opted to
be an expert in lieu of last year's prize (a
rusty Cordoba with a market value of$20).
The question is, will lightning strike
twice?
"Look for DePaul to surprise everyone
by going to the championship game. The
Blue Demons have three excellent guards
and a bona fide big m a n in Dallas
Comegys. The key here is their underdog
John Thompson· is a great
mentality.
coach with an exciting young, defensive
team with a strong bench. The Hoyas will
win it an:

Focus o n Experts
Celebr ities
Chris Allabashi

and

48 points

Vince Hess

45 points

Scott Basset

45 points

Steve Steinborn

45 points

Steve Hunter

44 points

Tacha,

J.

41 points

Joe Bermudez
Mikva,

J.

40 points
38 points

Race to the Bottom
"Kevin KaJinlch.• 3l, 29 points
Richard Miles, 3L, 31 points

B y Vmoe HMB
Luck.
That's how the top prognosticator of the
NCAA tournament contest
RG's
explained his success after the first two
rounds.
"Mostly i t was based on luck more
than anything else," said Mark Ringes,
lL, who has 55 points going into the Sweet

Sixteen weekend. Ringe� said that i n
selecting winners and losers in the
tournament he took into consideration a
team's performance in its conference's
tournament and in the latter part of the
season.
Tied for third is Mary Gordon, 3L. "It
was luck," ahe said. Although she said
that in making her picks she used
•nothing that scientific" like schedules,
she was one of a select group in the RG
contest to predict Wyoming as an upset
victor. The basis for her selection of
Wyoming, a member of the Western
Athletic Conference, was that Wyoming
played the first two rounds oo a WAC court
in Salt Lake City.
The fifth·place predictor, Jeremy
Gibson, 3L, said he deliberately made
some daring picks. "I take a moderate
approach: mix favorites with a few
surprises. It's no fun to go with all the
favorites."' As for the upcoming weekend
of basketball, "I would have to agree with
what a lot of people are saying about the
SEC-muscular, athletic, tough" i n
rebounding.

LAW STUDENTS
PHOENIX LAW FIRMS SPONSOR OPEN HOUSE
You are Invited to an Informal program about living and practicing law in PHOENIX, ARIZONA.
Please join us for refreshments and conversation 'On
1\JESDAY
April 7, 1 987
4:00

-

6:00 p.m.

University of �gan
School of law
The lawyers Club, Main Lounge

Brown & Bain
Jennings, Strouss & Salmon
O'Connor, cavanagh, Anderson, Westover, Killingsworth & Beshears
Fennemore, Craig, von Ammon, Udall & Powers
Evans, Kitchel & Jenckes
Lewis & Roca
Snell & Wilmer
Streich, Lang, Weeks & Cardon
�e legal community in the metropo l i t a n Phoeni x area is
We encourage you to
composed of diverse firms of varying sizes .
explore opportunities for practicing in the metropolitan Phoenix area
and to contact or interview with other law f i rms not sponsoring this
Program . "

See the Placement Office for Fall Interview dates and flrm resumes.
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Diversions

More Adventures of H. Finn, Esq.
ByBob Mullen
How slow and still the time was a

dragging in the schoolroom; I come to feel

like a dead person.

By and by

I

heard a

twig snap outside, though, and then a "me
me-yow!"

yowl

Says I, "me-yowl

me

yow!" as soft. as I could, and dumb out the

window and slipped in among the trees,
and, sure enough, there was Tom Sawyer
waiting for me.

I was in a sweat to get away.

I

reckoned pap was laying for me, like

when he catched me before last spring

break

and licked me and cussed me the

whole time for putting on frills and trying

to be better than him, who warn't no more
quality than

a

mudcat.

Well,

Tom

already'd inventioned a plan for us to get

away from there this time without even pap
knowing about it.

throw style into it?

And wouldn't Tom
He gave me an old

gown he borrowed from Miss Watson and

I

put it on.

I didn't want to resk being

catched like that, but Tom he grub my arm
and we walked out bold and plain as mud.

At first he said I didn't walk like a girl,

and that I must quit pulling up the gown to

get at my britches-pocket.

I took notice,

and done better, and we made it.

By and by we come to the arb, to a

woody part where there warn't no houses
but an old log hut in a place where the
timber was so thick you couldn't find it if
you didn't know where it was. Tom said I
must stay there and never go back if I was

to be a true blood member of his band of

robbers, but I warn't sure one way or

words over, and the next thing you know

something like that. Next thing the mob

telling the scrabbler and the whole world

whooping

some without knowing it, like being on a

over and tramped to mush, and it was

fog - then; but now it most give me the

lot of quality that come to eat that supper,

how

inside that door, jest big enough to roll a

the group that'd been scrabbled on's a

went a-blowing around and cussing and

that they're half sexsh'ly misorientated,

everything bad to clear the way or get run

raft. in a foggy night. Well, I warn't in no

awful to see. I tell you, it was a handsome

fantods to remind myself of that pie
that

drawing

showed

jest

and

carrying

and

on,

but how pestersome it musta been getting

the arnge or the yaller variety, but I

hogshead in . . Whenever someone highwell born and grand
toned and
appeared on the walk, some ornery
smelling characters would holler "Only

jabber I read once for a two-credit course.

warn't so, because they eaten with me

warn't no use for me to try to learn to do
right; a body thet don't get started right

but the kind that makes you feel like when
you are eating bread that's got sand in it.

dasn't tell Tom of it and spile his vacation

Mr. Meese as loud as they could, no matter

misorientated a body was by what color

described him. I warn't certain the erratic

experience me and Tom done was more of
suspicioned it warn't the yaller by some

pigs eat with pigs!" Well, I knowed that

Well, I felt bad and low, because I knowed
very well I had done wrong, and I see it

before, but those fellows laughed it up all

when he's little ain't got no show.

But I

too, so I set off one night down the wide

the same; not the pleasant kind of laugh,

Soon most everyone took to blackguarding

be

would

him

ransoming

comfortabler all around.

I crawled into

some bushes at the edge ofthe building and

clumped up some snowballs. While I set
in wait I peeked through a window and

seen the people eating, and do you know
Nothing more'n

what they was saying?

"How de you get biscuits to brown so nice?"

and "Where, for the land's sake, did they

get these amazin' pickles?'' and all that
kind of humbug talky-talk, just the way

people always does at a supper, you know.
By and by I feeled a firm hand on my
shoulder , and what I turned to see was a

secret servant.

He was the glidingest,

stealthiest man I ever see; and there

wam't no more smile to him than there is

to a ham.

Well, I could 'a stayed if I

wanted to, but I didn't want to.

Tom he was long asleep by this pint,

that he warn't there, and one of 'em called

so I'll tell you about the carelessest and

told him that was a low-down name for a

back from break.

Huron without no goodbye. I got to feeling

me a pathetic because I warn't hollering. I

dead.

I fidgeted up and down the raft,

body jest because his disposition was more

dawn was broken a powerful curious thing

pol'ticians is mostly rapscallions, as fur

and come to a stop right front of a billboard

allowances.

ornery feeling down in my stomach, or

a country that's out of pol'ticians.

so mean and miserable I wished I was

reckoned

foolishest thing I done the minute I come

The SFF people first

ignorant than ornery, and I says all

thing tell me what a rich man I will be, by
and by. Well, I told the lady what Jim said

as I could see, but you got to make

breas', it's a sign dat you's a gwyne to be

raised. Sometimes I wish we could hear of

had was most on my head. I started to get

Then I turned to look around and

up and calling me a pathetic again and

Well, I should have

Jackson, I'd like to give, and, blame it, I

dingnation's a going to pay my expenses,

and I took most two-thirds of the day

got to cussing the gov'ment when he
warn't in a good humor, and most other

cured, but when I got there instead I says

mind

abusing myself to myself. But right when

happened; the raft. catched on a low branch
called Feel the Valvet, and I get a tolerable
even lower.

We11, I let go all holts then,

You see it's the way they're

like I was shot. I knowed I belonged to the

there, not ten feet from me was pap, and he

obleeged to stay clear of Tom the rest of my

knowed he would come, the way he always

empty half of that old pie and warn't

days, who warn't misorientated nuther,

seen me the same!

·

"Ef you's got hairy arms en a hairy

rich"

·

and showed her fully the only hair I

away when she goes a-sentimentering it
such

tiresome

so

noise,

I

says

"By

don't know but I will; but who in the

then?", thinking the whole while these

sorts is jest low-down humbugs and frauds

Sometimes a week'll do jest fine.

running back to the cabin to tell him I was

times.

comfortable all day, fishing and smoking

the murderers that I chased for near half a

considerable, but that minute

I was

going to leave till they've played this

clothes got to be all rags and dirt, and I

waked when I gave the secret alarm call

had a hatfull of eggs on him, and knowed

and says "Why, your own pap's taxations

school, where you had to wash, and eat on a

which he knowed a fair lick about.

t'other.

It was kind of lazy and jolly, laying off

seegars, and no books nor study.

My

didn't see how fd ever got to stand it at the

plate, and comb up, and brisken up your

night finally broke from me, but if Tom'd

they'd be ours now for the ransoming,
While we was lazying about that

room, and go to bed and get up regular, and

night I told Tom of other, terribler,

some p'fessor pecking at you all the time.

which gived us more reason to stay dis

be forever bothering over a book, and have

Only there was one thing about the school I

couldn't ever get shut of - lots of times I
dreamed of it since I went a-waltzing out

in that gown.
under

the

It was that snakey hall

reading

room

where

complaining societies put up pictures and

such truck to show their miserableness.

Well, there was one wall that somebody

had scrabbled the ignorantest kind of

adventures, mostly from at the school,
sivilized.

I recollected when Mr. Meese

come to eat supper and the flapdoodle that
caused.

twenty

Well, of course near everyone in
mile

was

on

hand,

because

rapscallions and deadbeats is the kind
good people take the most interest in. And
of course there was gatherings and
preachy talks about brotherl y love and
such-like tiresomeness, and 1 heard some

one say it was the holiest time on record, or

I reckoned the only thing on his

Another poll result just in: When asked who was the

United States Supreme Court Chief Justice, 29% chose

a-thrashing

who he meant them for. The only fellow I

Submitted by Cathy Kello

pay fer your gov'ment educational loans."

told to him, and I couldn't help seeing it

miss his chance, and while pap was a

gived my whole summer salary execept

and crawfished as fast as I could to t'other

fallership needs more'n one body who

Just about then I couldn't stand a11
those people no more; the pitifulest thing

troublesomeness. Well, if I had a dog that

flips that old idiot would cut if he heard that.

Meese!" knowing pap'd sooner die than

her way a little, consciencely, so I done it, 1

whaling away with his eggs, I got down

one percent for m e , seeing as a whole

side of things.

never did put no stock in money, that

out is a mob. I reckoned if Tom Sawyer
was here and he felt as bullyraggish as
they did, he'd lay for Mr. Meese and
ambuscade him,

and likely

slice his

throat, so that is what 1 set to do, only I

never

didn't

warn't

know

the

but

more

than

source

a

person's insides, and yet ain't no good,
nohow. Tom Sawyer he says the same.

Remind you of any

classmates or attorneys you know? . Most repulsive of

Be careful not to go to Pine River North, Minnesota

Pine River natives might

mistaken you for the star of their festival. Each year,

hate, the Lota Lota, also known as the eelpout, burbot,
ling, and, no kidding folks, lawyer.

The fish is

described as slimy and ugly, with a big bulbous gut,

It

takes up more room than all the rest of a

large head, and long flexible body.

Fishbait

of

person's

conscience does I would pison him.

BY DOUG GRAHAM AND TIM TIIOMPSON

Pine Riverites throw a festival for their favorite fish to

Newsweek, March 2, 1987

But she turned

some such, but I up and yells "Meese!

meeekygentleman, likely a servant or

When asked for comment, Wild Will responded, "It

opinion in this great nation of ours."

school for all it's worth.

Well, it would make a cow laugh to see the

on your summer vacation.

just goes to show you there's room for diversity of

who've got a good thing going and ain't a

seen coming down the walk was a big old

Warren Burger, 7% chose the late Earl Warren, and
43% chose the correct answer, William Rehnquist.

me

uncommon smart, even for pap. I seen he

'Law in the Raw
. . . And 21% Didn't Care

was

now

all is the method of preparing the fish for eating.
Natives drive a nail through its head into a board and

peel the skin off with pliers. Some claim it's then best to

throw away the lawyer and eat the board.

Wall Street Journal,

Submitted by Jeff Moran

